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history of women's suffrage "Catherine Milligan"
Andrew Jackson to Richard Keith Call (1829)
https://www.loc.gov/resource/maj.01073_0227_0234/?st=text

The Papers of Andrew Jackson (1831)
https://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1007&context=utk_jackson

Gerritsen Collection, "Woman’s Who’s Who of America"
&pagenum=494&queryId=..%2Fsession%2F1582831628_11972&resultNum=3&entries=5&source=config.cfg&fromPage=searchResults&browseType=&expandtolevel=&expandId=&zoom=100

- Info I got from it just in case the link doesn’t work: Social worker in Baltimore, Interned for a Charity org. in Baltimore, President of "Baltimore Ass'n (association?) for Promotion of Universal Education of Women," described her as an “independent democrat,” and favored suffrage (duh)